[Personal long-term reproducibility of the TEOAE time-frequency distributions].
The TEOAE signal is relatively short and content changes in time. Due to the fact that signal is very short (20 ms) a special approach must be applied for the analysis of this nonstationarity. Usually the spectral estimation in TEOAE is based on procedures directly employing the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Because TEOAE signal is non stationary the classical Fourier analysis is not adequate for this signal. The aim of our study was the personal comparison of the TEOAE spectograms by using Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) before and after one year period. Material consisted of 152 men (304 ears) in the age between 18-19 year with good quality OAE. After one year period the comparison of WVD spectrograms showed the highest similarity in the 274 ears (90%), less in the 24 (8%) and in 6 (2%) similarity was not noticed. Personal similarity of the spectrum TEOAE and differences between individual people's ears despite a long time, give a proof about individual architecture of outer hearing cell and maybe useful in the biometrics as a ear-print.